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Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF 1)
 Common single gene disorder (1:3500), prototype RASopathy

• Neurofibromin,17q11.2, RAS pathway activation
 Cutaneous stigmata: 

• Café au lait macules, cutaneous neurofibromas, skin freckling
 Tumor development:

• Plexiform neurofibromas (PN)
• Atypical neurofibroma (AN) 
• Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNST)
• Optic pathway and low-grade gliomas
• Leukemias (JMML) 

 Organ manifestations: 
• Skin, CNS, peripheral nerves, cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, 

endocrine, skeletal, growth, hematological
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I am now switching to describe my NF1 program to you.NF1 is the most common single gene disorder affecting the human nervous system.The NF1 gene encodes for a protein called neurofibromin, which functions as tumor suppressor. NF1 is diagnosed based on characteristic neurocutaneous signs.Importantly, individuals with NF1 are prone to develop a variety of benign and malignant tumors including plexiform neurofibromas, malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNST), brain tumors, and leukemias, which forms my rationale for studying NF1 here at the NCI.NF1 has many organ manifestations, and care for NF1 patients requires a multidisciplinary approach.



NF1 Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumors
Cutaneous

≥ 95%
Plexiform

25-40%
Atypical 

Unknown ?
MPNST 
15.8%

Appearance, pruritus
Biallelic loss of  NF1

Appearance, pain, function loss        Malignant transformation
Biallelic loss of NF1 + loss of CDKN2A/B    + loss of PRC2, p53,

(and others)
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Distinctive Cancer Associations in Patients WithNeurofibromatosis Type 1Elina Uusitalo, Matti Rantanen, Roope A. Kallionp¬a¬a, Minna P¬oyh¬onen, Jussi Lepp¬avirta, Heli Yl¬a-Outinen,Vincent M. Riccardi, Eero Pukkala, Janne Pitk¬aniemi, Sirkku Peltonen, and Juha PeltonenThis slide provides a brief overview of the different types on neurofibromas in NF1 with  photography, coronal MRI, and histopathology:Dermal neurofibromas, Plexiform neurofibromas in contrast are diagnosed at very early age. These are benign complex nerve sheath tumors that grow along nerve fascicles and branches, can grow over many years, can cause substantial morbidity and transform to MPNST. (bundled  nerve trunks, low and high magnification).The diagnosis of ANF is made based on pathology review characterized by higher cellularity than PN and , nuclear atypia shown here. Incidence of ANF is unknown. These lesions have recently gained attention as precursor lesions for MPNST. While on appearance similar to PN as shown here, it has been our experience that ANF are firmer on palpation and appear as well demarcated, encapsulated lesions on MRI as shown here.MPNST are aggressive STS frequently arising in preexisting PN in NF1.Lifetime incidence is 8-13% and complete resection is required for cure.Bialleleic NF1 loss in the Scwannn cells is characteristic for these tumors. In ANF loss of CDKN2A was recently described by Eric Legius, which is also present in many MPNSTs in addition to other genetic changes.Today I will highlight our work characterizing lesions that may predispose to malignancy and our progress made towards the development of effective therapies for NF1 PN.
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Plexiform Neurofibromas (PN)
 Histologically benign, biallelic loss of NF1
 Schwann cells, fibroblasts, mast cells, perineurial cells, highly vascular
 Involve multiple nerve fascicles/branches

 Congenital, slow growth, large size, complex shape
 Disfigurement, pain, functional impairment, life-threatening 
 Transformation to malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor (MPNST) (10-15%) 
 Surgical resection only potentially curative treatment

3 years 5 years 3 years 5 years
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Tumors are complex in shape grow more slowly than cancer tumors1D 2D inadequate.In collaboration with Jeff Solomon method of volumetric analyis



Threshold

Volume 91 ml

MRI Volume Measurement of Plexiform Neurofibromas
STIR Sequence Tumor Border

Histogram Analysis Tumor Border Identified

Solomon, J. et al., Comp. Med. Imaging and Graphics, 2004
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Our team uses a very detailed way of measuring plexiform neurofibromas, it is called volumetric analysis.  Which means we give a volume in mL. I’m showing a facial PN here and as you can see the tumor is brighter then the other tissue. Dr. Dombi is our volumetric expert and how she does this is by drawing a border around the tumor on every slice of the patient’s MRI.  Then the program identifies the tumor and the border shown here and comes up with a volume.  So in summary this way of measuring can show very small changes in one’s plexiform neurofibroma. On each slice showing tumor, the observer has to manually outline a rough tumor border.  This should include all tumor tissue and some normal tissue of lower signal intensity.



810 cm3
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2D

9.6 cm
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24 %
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1D

Volumetric MRI Analysis to Measure PN

Baseline

12 Months

27 Months

• More sensitive and 
reproducible than 
standard solid tumor 
response criteria

• Progression: 
• ≥ 20% increase in 

PN volume
• Response: 

• ≥ 20% decrease in 
PN volume

• Central response 
evaluation on national 
multi-site trials

Solomon J … Widemann B: Comp. Med. Imaging and Graphics, 2004 Dombi E …Widemann B:  Neurology 2013
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This is an example of line measurement vs. volume measurement.  We are looking at the time frame from this patient’s baseline to 12 months and then 27 months after.  You may even be able to see with the naked eye some enlargement of the tumor if you look close enough when comparing the baseline to 27 month time mark. With 1D measurment we would not be able to say there was growth until 27 months.  With 2D measurement you could say that there was minimal growth at 12 months.  But with volume you can see that really at the 12 month mark there was a 57% increase in this patient’s tumor by 12 months and it doubled in size within 2 years.  



Characterization of Plexiform and Atypical Neurofibromas

 Identification of Distinct Nodular Lesions
 PN grow most rapidly in young children
 DNL grow independently of age
 Many DNL are atypical neurofibromas

Development of atypical neurofibroma (AN) transforming to MPNST

Akshintala S…Dombi E*, 
Widemann B*, submitted

Plexiform Neurofibroma Distinct Nodular Lesions
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median age of patients at time of ANF diagnosis of 27 years, and a median age at MPNST diagnosis of 51 years 21 of 63 hasd MPNST 33%



Phase II Trial of Tipifarnib for Children with PN

Double-blinded, placebo-controlled, flexible cross-over 
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Widemann B. et al.: J Clin Oncol 2006; Neuro Oncology 2014

Off 
Study

START OF STUDY END OF STUDY
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 Dr. Widemann’s phase II trial of the tipifarnib was developed using a double blinded, placebo-controlled, flexible cross-over design.  All patients enrolled on this study had progressive PNs. Primary trial endpoint was the total time to progression measured by volumetric MRI analysis, and Tipifarnib would be considered active if it doubled total time to progression compared to placebo on the first treatment phase (Phase A).Patients with progressive PN were randomized in double blinded fashion to receive tipifarnib or placebo, on Phase A they were followed by volumetric MRI for disease progression. At time of disease progression patients crossed over to the other treatment (from drug to placebo or vice versa), and they were followed in identical fashion until documentation of disease progression on phase B.Tipifarnib was well tolerated with no cumulative toxicity, and we were truly blinded to the treatment assignment.We did not see activity with the tipifarnib but we did learn that total time to progression is about 1 year in time.  This was very important information to find out, now we know that even growing tumors take a long time to show progression which means that patients could possibly be on studies for a long time. 



Phase II Trial of Tipifarnib for Children with PN

Widemann B. et al.: J Clin Oncol 2006; Neuro Oncology 2014

Tipifarnib does not improve PFS

No PN volume decrease ≥20% on placebo or tipifarnib arms

13 mo.
18.2 mo.

3D analysis to assess progression

14.3 mo.
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 Dr. Widemann’s phase II trial of the tipifarnib was developed using a double blinded, placebo-controlled, flexible cross-over design.  All patients enrolled on this study had progressive PNs. Primary trial endpoint was the total time to progression measured by volumetric MRI analysis, and Tipifarnib would be considered active if it doubled total time to progression compared to placebo on the first treatment phase (Phase A).Patients with progressive PN were randomized in double blinded fashion to receive tipifarnib or placebo, on Phase A they were followed by volumetric MRI for disease progression. At time of disease progression patients crossed over to the other treatment (from drug to placebo or vice versa), and they were followed in identical fashion until documentation of disease progression on phase B.Tipifarnib was well tolerated with no cumulative toxicity, and we were truly blinded to the treatment assignment.We did not see activity with the tipifarnib but we did learn that total time to progression is about 1 year in time.  This was very important information to find out, now we know that even growing tumors take a long time to show progression which means that patients could possibly be on studies for a long time. 



Phase I Trial: MEK Inhibitor Selumetinib in Children with NF1 PN 
 NCI CTEP sponsored, POB coordinated, multi-site
 Primary objective: Maximum tolerated dose
 Results: 

• MTD 25 mg/m2 PO BID continuous dosing 
• (60% adult recommended dose)

• Partial response 17/24 (71%) patients
• Anecdotal clinical benefit

Dombi E….Widemann B., NEJM 2016

Baseline Cycle 5 Cycle 10
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In our second aim, we will establish a rasopathy clinic at the NIH CCThere is precedence for successful study of a Rasopathy using the NCI and NIH Clinical Center infrastructure which is the experience of Dr. Widemann with NF1NF1 is a progressive genetic tumor predisposition syndrome characterized by RAS pathway activation.When Dr. Widemann’s group began studying NF1, the natural history was unknown, and there were few trials and no known active therapiesCollaborations with extramural experts in NF1 mouse models, and a longitudinal natural history study for NF1 allowed for the development of interventional trials with meaningful endpoints including volumetric  MRI analysis for sensitive response assessmentRecently one of these trials led to the identification  of the first active medical therapy for plexiform neurofibromas, peripheral nerve sheath tumors, which cause substantial morbidity in NF1. The MEK inhibitor selumetinib resulted  in unprecedented shrinkage with a partial response in 17/24 patients, shown in the waterfall plot below.Importantly, responses were seen at 50% of the adult  recommended dose and importantly this was the first trial after many attempts to yield such a responseIn addition to tumor shrinkage, we observed clinical improvement with decrease in pain, disfigurement and improvement in function as shown by volumetric MRI and clinical photography in the example here. A phase II registration study coordinated by the NCI POB has completed with plans for FDA submission later this year.



Phase II Registration Trial of Selumetinib for PN

Study Stratum I (≥ 1 PN morbidity)
Eligible Ages (years) 2-18
Primary objective Confirmed response rate 3D MRI

Target response rate 36%, 50 patients
Secondary objectives

PRO/ObsRO Pain, QOL (≥ 8 years old), Function
Disfigurement Patients with visible PN:

Photography / video
Function Based on PN location:

Orbit, airway, motor, bowel, bladder, other
PK, Cytokine, PBMC Baseline and on treatment

Long term safety 5-7 years
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Tumors are complex in shape grow more slowly than cancer tumors1D 2D inadequate.In colabor with Jeff Solomon method of voumetric analyis



Example: Complexity of Functional Evaluations

MRI, PRO, functional evaluation, photography every 4 cycles during first year

8 y/o with left neck, arm, airway PN
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Tumors are complex in shape grow more slowly than cancer tumors1D 2D inadequate.In colabor with Jeff Solomon method of voumetric analyis



SPRINT Phase II: Best Response through June 29, 2018

Partial response (PR): 
• 37/50 (74%)
Confirmed PR: 
• 34 (68%)
Durable PR (≥ 1 year): 
• 28 (56%)

 Enrollment stratum 1: 50 patients 8/2015-8/2016
 Median age: 10.3 years (3.5-17.4)
 Median target PN volume: 487.5 mL (5.6-3820) 

• 21 progressive, 15 non-progressive PN
 Median number of PN morbidities: 

• 3 (1-5); Disfigurement (n=44), motor (n=33), pain (n=26), airway (n=16)

Progressive disease: 
• 4 (8 %)

Gross A…Widemann B: NEJM prov. accepted
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SPRINT: Improvement in PN Pain and PRO

NRS-11 pain intensity (n=26) 

Pain Interference Index (n=33)
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Gross A…Widemann B: NEJM prov. accepted
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On selumetinib, self-reported tumor pain intensity (p<0.0001) and child self- and parent-reported pain interference (both p<0.01) significantly improved by pre-cycle 13 (n=29), with a significant decrease occurring as early as pre-cycle 3 for pain intensity and pre-cycle 5 for pain interference (data not shown).  Seventy-four percent of evaluable patients with baseline physician-selected target tumor pain >0 (n=19) had a decrease of ≥2 points in NRS-11 score, which is considered a clinically meaningful improvement7,8.   The child self-report and parent-report mean GIC ratings at pre-cycle 13 indicated that the child’s “tumor-related problems other than pain” are “much improved” per GIC scoring compared to baseline. At pre-cycle 13, 72% of children and 86% of parents reported some level of improvement in their child’s tumor-related problems (Fig. 2B). Only one child and one parent reported changes as being “minimally worse,” and no children or parents reported the changes as being “much worse” or “very much worse.”



SPRINT: Improvement in Functional Morbidities
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Example: Improvement in Airway Function
8 year-old girl with 
upper airway PN

Baseline Pre-Cycle 13 Pre-Cycle 25

Patient 
Decannulated

-25.8%
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Example: Improvement in Appearance

Baseline Pre-Cycle 13 Pre-Cycle 37

Prevention of morbidity: Airway compromise

10 year-old boy with right neck PN
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Tumors are complex in shape grow more slowly than cancer tumors1D 2D inadequate.In colabor with Jeff Solomon method of voumetric analyis
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Tumors are complex in shape grow more slowly than cancer tumors1D 2D inadequate.In colabor with Jeff Solomon method of voumetric analysisMedian PFS NF1 Natural History: 1.3 years (95% CI 1.1 – 1.6 years)



SPRINT versus Prior Phase II Trials for Progressive PN

Widemann B…Balis F: Neuro-Oncol 2014

Prior studies /SPRINT progressive PN

Weiss B, Widemann B…Fisher M. Neuro-Oncol, 2015
Jakacki R,…Widemann B. Neuro-Oncol, 2017

Widemann B, Babovic D…Packer R. PBC, 2014
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Genetically Engineered Mouse Models of NF1 Neurofibroma Predict for Activity

Mouse Neurofibroma DhhCre;Nf1fl/fl

Wu...Ratner. Cancer Cell, 2008. Jessen …Ratner. JCI, 2012

Ratner Lab
Clapp Lab: Hyperactive RAS SPORE

Use of preclinical trials to evaluate: 
• Optimal dose
• Schedule
• Pharmacodynamic effect (pERK)

Clapp lab, unpublished confidential data
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Interestingly a MEK inhibitor was also the first agent to demonstrate consistent and substantial activity in a preclinical transgenic mouse model of NF1 neurofibromas developed by Nancy Ratner in Cincinnati.We are collaborating with Nancy. Ratner in the conduct of preclinical trials of novel agents in mice by performing the volumetric analysis of the mouse neurofibromas.Her findings document the utility of her model to guide the clinical development of agents for PN. We developed the Nf1flox/flox;DhhCre neurofibroma mouse model in which loss of both Nf1 alleles in developing Schwann cell precursors at embryonic day 12.5 causes neurofibroma formation in adult mice [13]. The tumors show the loss of axon Schwann cell interaction, mast cell accumulation, and fibrosis, which are characteristics of human plexiform neurofibromas. Four – 20 tumors arise in each mouse and at sacrifice each tumor is >10 mm3. 





Phase II Selumetinib: Adults with Growing or Symptomatic PN
 Treatment: Selumetinib 50 mg PO BID continuous dosing
 Evaluations: Paired tumor biopsies (baseline and pre cycle 2 or 3) 
 Simon 2-stage design: Target response rate 45%

Patients (N=21)
Age in yrs., median (range) 33 (18-60)
Sex: F/M 6 / 15
Target PN

Typical
Solitary Nodular

17
4
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11

6
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16

Baseline PN Morbidities
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Selumetinib Adult PN: Activity through October, 2019

Best Response n=21

Partial Response

Confirmed PR

15 (71%)

12/15

Stable Disease 4

Non-evaluable 2

Progressive 
Disease

0

Patient-reported target tumor pain intensity and pain 
interference scores significantly improved (p<0.002)
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20, 10, 5, 11, 17, 18 SDFour pts were dose-reduced (rash=3 pts, transaminitis=1 pts); two of these pts required a second reduction.



Atypical Neurofibromas Are MPNST Precursors

Atypical neurofibroma (AN) characterization: 
 63 patients (32 male, 31 female) with 76 AN
 Median age at diagnosis: 27.7 years (7.6-60)
 Most were FDG avid on FDG-PET (56/57)
 21/63 (33%) of patients with AN had history of MPNST 

Higham C,…Legius E*, Widemann B*, Ferner R*: Neuro-Oncology 2018

Clinical challenge: It is unknown if all and when AN transform to MPNST

Hypothesis: Most MPNST arise from preexisting AN and not directly from PN



Strategies to Prevent MPNST

2) Biomarkers for malignant transformation: Key collaborator Dr. Jack Shern
 Serial blood samples for detection of cell-free DNA
 Genomic dissection of tumor evolution, single cell sequencing 

1) MPNST State of the Science Conference:
 Pathology consensus: Atypical Neurofibromatous

Neoplasm of Uncertain Biologic Potential (ANNUBP)
 Recommendation for surgical resection of AN

• Marginal resection of AN: Safe and feasible
• Low recurrence risk

3) Phase I/II trial of CDK4/6 inhibitor abemaciclib:
 Children and adults with unresectable pathology confirmed AN

Miettinen M…Widemann B, Perry A: Humpath, 2017
Reilly K…Widemann B, Stewart D: JNCI, 2017

Nelson C…Widemann B, Chittiboina P., J Neurosurg, 2019
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CDKN2A is the primary inhibitory brake on CDK4/6-driven cell cycle progression. The CDK4/6 inhibitor abemaciclib  received FDA approval in 2017 for some women with advanced or metastatic breast cancer. As AN have CDKN2A loss and are at risk for malignant transformation we have developed….A schematic representation of neurofibromas in NF1 patients. Neurofibromas are known to engulf many nerve axons within nerve fascicles with continued growth (A). NF1 patients typically have many neurofibroma nodules within adjacent nerve fascicles. We hypothesize that in NF1, occasional neurofibroma nodules may become dominant (asterisk) with rapid growth due to acquisition of cellular atypia (B). Such rapid growth may displace quiescent neurofibroma nodules and nerve fascicles to the margin on this nodule. This pattern may allow safe marginal dissection of the dominant nodule during surgery.  



NCI IRP NF1 Program Future Considerations
Can MEK inhibitors prevent the development of PN related morbidities?
 Develop trial to assess the effect of selumetinib on asymptomatic but growing PN
Trials for other NF1 manifestations?

• NF1 cutaneous neurofibromas (UAB, NCI)
• Low grade gliomas
• Effect of selumetinib on cognitive function (DC Children’s, NCI)
 Atypical neurofibromas and MPNST
 Combination studies with other targeted agents

Develop tools for NF1 Trials and Patients:
 Medication adherence 
 Patient reported outcomes and patient engagement
Evaluation of MEK inhibitors and other RAS targeted agents in other conditions
 Advancing RAS/RASopathy Therapies (ART)
 Rare pediatric solid tumors
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Selumetinib Reduces Spinal Neurofibroma Burden in NF1

 Spinal neurofibromas (SNF) in NF1: 
• Progressive neurologic deficits and require repeat surgeries 

 SNF in children and adults on selumetinib trials:
• 23 of 56 patients enrolled had SNF extending into the central canal

 On selumetinib improvement in canal distortion, CSF distribution and 
spinal cord deformity in majority of patients

Jackson S….Widemann B, Dombi E, in preparation
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